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Current shows:

Group-Show Icons of Urban Art 
Artists: Banksy, Barry McGee, JR, KAWS, SWOON, Os Gêmeos , Shepard Fairey, Vhils, 
Invader

Solo-Show Richard Hambleton, the Godfather of Steetart –THE FORGOTTEN 
SHADOWMAN

HISTORY MUCA
After a year-long renovation of the former municipal substation in 2016, MUCA opened – 
Germany’s first museum for urban art. Founded by husband and wife art enthusiasts 
Stephanie and Christian Utz, MUCA has set as its highest maxim the aim to introduce urban 
art to the contemporary discourse and establish this emerging art form’s claim to museum 
space. Our household collection is one of Europe’s largest in the urban art genre.
MUCA is a space to encounter urban and contemporary art through excellent programming. 
Across three floors, as well as the bunker next door, varying special exhibitions alongside the 
permanent collection showcase the work of internationally renowned artists.

PHILOSOPHY MUCA
We believe art has the potential to change perceptions of the world. We aim to build space for 
an ephemeral movement, where street and urban art interact with and enrich other 
contemporary genres to generate new perspectives. As the most current art form of our 
century, street art is a rightly celebrated global phenomenon, but has not yet established itself 
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in the art discourse. MUCA seeks to consolidate urban movements in art history, building 
bridges between an international audience of experts, artists and the public. From the 
museum’s conception, our goal has been to bring art and its people to a space that 
consistently asks itself what a visionary museum ought to be. At its centre is the community we 
welcome to play an active role in this process of museumisation.

 Opening new spaces: the MUCA-Art-Bunker
 Artproject: Kunstlabor 2 (6.000 qm2 exhibition area)
 Guided tours
 Street Art Bike Tours
 Workshops

Website: www.muca.eu 

Did you know that….
 

 we have an art shop in the Museum / online MUCAshop as well
 we do offer guided tours in several languages
 we create Art-Events for your company in our different locations
 the MURAL Restaurant (Michelin Star awarded, best Restaurant in a Museum 

in Germany by Feinschmecker)
 MUCA on tour is present on many festivals and in the streets of Munich, e.g. the 

column gallery at Candidplatz

Get the latest news of the Urban Art Scene and background information

Link / English website
Newsletter » MUCA /// https://www.muca.eu/kontakt/newsletter-subscribe/
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